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Abstract. Most high-pressure fuel pumps for compression-ignition engines manufactured today are cam driven. These pumps have numerous
advantages, such as low energy consumption and limited production costs. However, a problem arising from the nature of the cam mechanism
is an unfavorable distribution of forces in the camshaft-plunger-cylinder system of a delivery section. The authors have proposed an innovative
pump design that eliminates most of the problems present in conventional solutions. The pump utilizes a gear-based hypocycloid drive. This
paper focuses mainly on the strength analysis of the two critical components (countershaft and mount) of the subassembly under the highest
load – simulations were carried out for different critical load states. The following procedure of estimating fatigue life was adopted for computations: the operational evolution of stresses will be systematized to the set of amplitude stresses and mean stresses by means of the “Rainflow”
method. The results obtained in the work showed that the main factor determining change of stresses was the presence of clearances in the
pump mechanism. It has been proved that the values of clearances have a negative influence on the power transmission in particular – their
presence results in loads being carried by the countershaft and not by the support inter-operating with it. This may cause frictional wear of teeth,
leading to the improper operation of the transmission. The analysis showed that the mount was designed correctly. This facilitates the use of
less demanding constructional materials.
Key words: strength analysis, FEM, high-pressure pump, pump with hypocycloid drive, fuel injection systems.

1. Introduction, pump with hypocycloid drive
Modern fuel systems in compression-ignition engines facilitate
fuel injection into the combustion chamber under a very high
pressure, exceeding 250 MPa. Reaching such high values is
necessary due to rigorous emission standards [1‒3]. Increasing
injection pressure makes it possible to reduce droplet diameters, which increases the total surface area of their evaporation,
thereby improving the quality of the combustion process. High
pressure also translates into a relatively short injection time,
which allows the combustion engine to reach high power while
maintaining adequate environmental parameters.
The pump, usually made with a single plunger or multiple
plungers, is responsible for generating the correct fuel pressure.
Most designs use a cam drive with a centrally situated drive
shaft [4‒6]. This type of construction is relatively inexpensive,
which obviously is an advantage. However, these pumps have
their flaws – one of the problems is the cam drive itself. In
this type of solutions, there is an additional force component
perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the plunger [7, 8]. The
occurrence of the so-called lateral forces in the plunger-cylinder
system of a delivery section may result in the increased frictional resistance, which leads to a substantial limitation of the
unit durability, particularly when fuels of inadequate quality or
unconventional fuels are used [9‒11].
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Another problem is the need to use fuels of good quality.
This is significant, because Diesel oil compressed in the pump
simultaneously serves as a lubricant and coolant for the pump
interior components. A change of the physicochemical properties of the fuel, e.g. the reduction of lubricity, increase of
viscosity or density, may lead to the damage of precision friction pairs, which are the most important elements of a delivery
section. Also, when there is too much water content in the fuel,
corrosion may appear, manifesting as the presence of permanent inclusions which may lead to more rapid clogging of the
fuel filter, and as a consequence, may also penetrate the area
of the pump moving parts. Analogous phenomena occur when
impurity content in the fuel is too high.
The analysis conducted by the authors of the existing solutions applied in high-pressure pumps demonstrated that none
of the current designs are devoid of flaws. Flaws can be eliminated by introducing certain design changes, which will lead
to improved reliability. The conducted assessment enabled the
authors to propose an innovative pump drive that addresses
the most important problems of high-pressure engine pumps
– a hypocycloid mechanism was utilized to drive the plunger
[12‒14]. The concept of this mechanism was developed as early
as in the 19th century. Nevertheless, it has not been applied in
plunger pump solutions until now. Its most significant advantage is the absence of a lateral force acting on the plunger-cylinder surface, as well as a high stroke of the working element
with respect to the overall dimensions of the pump.
Its operation is based on the application of a pair of gears,
in which the larger gear has interior toothing, and the smaller
gear has exterior toothing, where the ratio of the number of
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Fig. 1. Concept of the hypocycloid mechanism’s operation

teeth is equal to 2. The gear with interior toothing is fastened
to the body of the pump, while the smaller gear rolls over its
circumference. In such a situation, a selected point on the circumference of the smaller gear, whose distance from the center
of the gear is equal to half of the larger gear radius, performs
reciprocating motion in a straight line (Fig. 1).
Using the above power transmission concept, the pump
design was created from the ground up. This solution was patented [15]. In this scope, several variants were prepared, with
1 to 4 delivery sections. This article focuses on the simplest of
these variants, based on one delivery section (Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2. Simplified model of hypocycloid pump presenting the most
important components of the design: 1 – main shaft, 2 – countershaft,
3 – gear with interior toothing, 4 – support, 5 – mount, 6 – plunger

The design of the pump considers load variability – it means
that the pump has been designed to increase the fatigue strength.
Thus, the fatigue strength has been included during the analyses,
considerations, and pump design. The pump has a main shaft
(1) to which power is transmitted. A countershaft (2) is mounted
in the main shaft in such a manner that mutual rotation of both
components is possible. The countershaft, with the gear mounted
on a part of it, rolls over the circumference of gear (3). Support
(4) is a component that interacts with the countershaft from the
side of the delivery section. The countershaft also inter-operates
with the mount (5) via a bearing. The plunger (6) and its guiding
element, situated so that it can slide within the cylinder of the
delivery section, is fixed to this mount. The authors have given
a detailed description of the design in [16‒18]. What is noteworthy is that, due to the mechanism applied, this design makes
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it possible to completely eliminate lateral forces in the delivery
section system. Moreover, the presented solution has two significant advantages. The first of them pertains to the pressure
chamber of the delivery section. Through the application of
a system of labyrinth seals, the flow is completely isolated from
the crankcase, and the thick walls of both bodies also provide
thermal insulation. Such a solution makes it possible to apply
a separate lubrication system, which allows for pumping the
fuels of poorer quality, including those characterized by high
chemical aggression and high temperatures.
The second advantage is a very large stroke of the plunger,
which makes it possible to employ the effect of gas desorption
from the solution with nucleation of gas bubbles. This is an
innovative solution tested at the Poznań University of Technology, involving the dissolution of exhaust gases in the fuel
followed by the reversal of the phenomenon and release of this
gas from the solution during its injection into the combustion
chamber. The high-pressure pump, the delivery section of which
is the site of gases dissolution in the fuel, is critical in this
process. The desorption effect has been described in greater
detail in [19‒22]. It must be stressed, however, that the final
pump design largely depends on the possibility of applying the
aforementioned effect.
Creating this innovative design from scratch required diligent performance of individual stages of the prototype construction by the design team. Evaluation of the strength of the
critical components of the selected pump was an important step
– the goal of the article was to evaluate the strength of the pump
countershaft and mount (Figs. 2; 2 and 5), which are part of
the delivery section. They are among the components of the
design under the greatest load. Performance of such an analysis
enabled us to determine tolerable stresses in the components of
the subassembly, which facilitated the correct selection of structural materials in the subsequent stages of the task. Phenomena
occurring in the area of contact between the gears, e.g. the
precise distribution of contact stresses, were not accounted for
in detail in the discussion. The fact that torque was transmitted
by the power transmission was considered.
The first component is the part of the pump responsible
for power transmission – it connects the pump main shaft
to the delivery section. A point selected on the radius of the
countershaft gear travels along a curve called a hypocycloid.
The second of the analyzed parts is mounted on the countershaft
and is responsible for transmitting force directly to the pump
plunger. For simulation purposes, it was accepted that this force
is equal to 5300 N for the extreme loading case (fuel pressure
160 MPa). The mount consists of a ring (interlocking with the
countershaft) and holder, in which the plunger is fastened. The
plunger rests on the base of the holder during the discharge
phase, and during the fuel suction phase, it is pulled downwards by a pin fixed in the holder’s recess. Therefore, it can be
assumed that the mount will carry the highest load during the
fuel compression stroke. In order to estimate occurring forces,
a FEM model of the component was made, loading states were
determined for different clearance variants (none, 0.05 mm,
and 0.1 mm) between parts, and strength computations of this
component were carried out.
Bull. Pol. Ac.: Tech. 68(6) 2020
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2. Methods
2.1. Numerical model. The numerical model was built based
on three-dimensional, tetrahedral finite elements of the second
order (Fig. 3), as described in [23‒25]. This made it possible
to obtain a good degree of fill of the geometry, particularly for
complex shapes and edges [26, 27]. Basic parts of the pump
mechanism were used to build the model. Computations omitted the pump covers due to the absence of forces acting on
them and due to their significantly lower rigidity with respect
to the pump body. Components such as rolling bearings, bolts,
plunger, and ring seals were also omitted. The interactions of
these components were represented by applying external loads
or removing degrees of freedom and implementing the appropriate finite elements [28, 29].

Fig. 3. Numerical components of the pump with mesh

2.2. Boundary conditions. The evolution of generated torque
(supra-plunger force) as a function of the pump shaft position
was adopted as the basis for computations. Load can be generated in two ways depending on the conventional action and reaction. In the first variant, rotation of the simulated main shaft of
the pump can be blocked and supra-plunger force can be applied

for the given angular position of units. In the second variant, it
is possible to block the simulated mount and apply torque to the
main shaft. The first variant was selected in the conducted simulations, and force was applied at the base of the pump plunger.
Loading cases are shown in Fig. 4 – for the left and right figure,
the shaft only works under the bending force. For the middle
figure, the shaft works under the bending force and the torsional
force. Therefore, the middle figure shows a higher load condition. Due to the very low compressibility of fluid for the adopted
forces, it was accepted that the start of the compression is also the
instant at which the force reaches its maximum value (5300 N).
The angular position range of the shaft from 0° to 180° is
characterized by the absence of supra-plunger force. Therefore,
if small forces of inertia and friction in the nodes are omitted,
it can be assumed that stresses for this loading period will be
negligibly small. For the bottom extreme position, after closing
of the inlet valve, due to the negligible compressibility of the
fluid, the supra-plunger force reaches its maximum, equal to
5300 N. In this position, the mechanism transmits the maximum bending moment, and the torsional moment is equal to
zero since x = 0. In this case, the top fibers of the mechanism
are subjected to tension and the bottom fibers to compression.
After the transition to the 270° position, these fibers are found
on the plane intersecting the neutral axis, thus stresses reach
a value equal to zero. In further motion, they change signs upon
reaching the upper extreme point of stress. This cycle can be
described as stress change cycle I.
Cycle II pertained to stress changes between 90° and 270°.
Similarly, as previously assumed, no load will be present at the
90° position. Nevertheless, the loading state will be at maximum at the 270° position, i.e. bending and torsional moments
reach maximum values, where the bending moment acts on
fibers on which no forces acted at the 180° or 0° position (intersection with neutral axis).
Prior to the analysis, it is impossible to unequivocally determine which of the described situations is more demanding for
the construction. Albeit it is true that a complex state of effort
arising from the presence of bending and torsional moment is
present at 270°. However, over the course of complete shaft

Fig. 4. Simulated extreme pump loading cases
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rotation, stresses increase from zero (90°) to the maximum
value. Meanwhile, between 180° and 0°, a change occurs from
negative (minimum) stresses to maximum stresses, which may
induce fatigue effects earlier. Everything depends on the proportion between the bending and torsional moments (and therefore also on the radius “x”) and on the structure resistance to
these inputs.
2.3. Inferencing rules. The pump unit predominantly works
within the fatigue range, which means that stresses periodically
increase to their maximum value and then decrease for every
revolution of the drive shaft. The determinant of strength is
therefore the structure work within the range of the fatigue
limit, i.e. for an infinite number of loading cycles. The following procedure of estimating fatigue life was adopted for
computations: the operational evolution of stresses will be systematized to the set of amplitude stresses σa and mean stresses
σm by means of the “Rainflow” method [30, 31]. Amplitude and
mean stresses are determined based on maximum and minimum
stresses, according to the formulas:

σa =

σMAX ¡ σMIN
2

, σm =

σMAX + σMIN
2

(1)

σMAX and σMIN are determined from FEM analysis.
The “Rainflow” method is currently the most common technique for processing random loads, since it presents well stress
changes that occur in metals [32, 33].
“Rainf low” is used to determine loading cycles, which
are all spans forming closed hysteresis loops and loading
half-cycles that do not form such loops [34, 35]. In this way, it
becomes possible to relate the stochastic evolution of stresses
to fatigue curves plotted under determinate conditions on
strength testers. The effects of the procedure implementation
are illustrated in Fig. 5.
Obtained stresses are then confronted with two-parameter
fatigue curves, where parameter N, determining the number
of cycles until the occurrence of fatigue fracture, is linked to
stresses σa and σ m through surface equations of the general
form N = f (σa , σm ). Charts of this type include, e.g. the Goodman-Smith diagram or Haigh diagram.

Amplitude stresses plotted on the chart should not exceed
the lines delimiting the fatigue limit. Otherwise, there is a risk
of premature fatigue cracking. If these curves are not available,
which is unfortunately a rather common problem, particularly
for “exotic” materials, it is possible to perform reduction of
asymmetrical stress cycles to oscillatory cycles using selected
models. Popular models include the Goodman [38], Soderberg
[38], Gerber [38], Morrow [38] and Smith-Watson-Topper
models [39]. This article presents cycles reduced by using the
Smith-Watson-Topper method [39, 40] (recommended by [40]),
in which:

σSWT =

(σa + σm ) ¢ σa (2)

where: σa – cycle amplitude stresses, σm – cycle mean stresses.
It is then possible to evaluate fatigue strength using a single-parameter fatigue characteristic, e.g. Wohler curve, or by comparing stresses with constants determining the fatigue limit, e.g.
for tension (k r). Huber-Mises-Hencky [36, 41] stresses were
applied to evaluate the influence of the stress tensor multidimensionality on the material strength. Since this is the preliminary stage of simulations, more refined methods, e.g. based on
the critical plane (described in, e.g. [16, 17, 39, 42]), were not
applied. However, to increase the certainty of considerations,
a sign change of H-M-H stresses was applied depending on
whether compression or tension was more dominant.

3. Results and discussion
This subsection presents the results of the strength analysis.
As mentioned earlier, computations were carried out for three
positions of the main shaft: 0°, 180° and 270°. Three analyses
were performed in each position of the main shaft, for different clearance cases – zero, minimum and maximum. The
zero-clearance case is the reference variant that enables evaluation of the effects of the presence of clearance in the pump.
The second case concerns the situation when clearances assume
minimum values (from the bottom interval), and the third case
when clearances assume maximum values (from the top interval). All cases are illustrated in Figs. 6‒11, and precise values
are given in Tables 1 and 2. In Table 2, for the mount, only

Fig. 5. Effect of processing random load evolutions using schematization methods [36, 37]
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95 N/mm^2

B)

N/mm^2

N/mm^2

C)

365 N/mm^2

N/mm^2

333 N/mm^2

564 N/mm^2
155 N/mm^2

540 N/mm^2

Fig. 6. Countershaft, isolines of Huber-Mises-Hencky stresses for displacement of mesh nodes at a scale of 150:1 – case of position at BDC
(180°) for zero clearance (A), minimum clearance (B) and maximum clearance (C)
A)

B)

N/mm^2

C)

N/mm^2

N/mm^2

Fig. 7. Countershaft, isolines of Huber-Mises-Hencky stresses for displacement of mesh nodes at a scale of 50:1 – case of shaft position at 270°
for zero clearance (A), minimum clearance (B) and maximum clearance (C)
A)

N/mm^2

B)

N/mm^2

224 N/mm^2

317 N/mm^2

151 N/mm^2

N/mm^2

C)

103 N/mm^2

264 N/mm^2

Fig. 8. Countershaft, isolines of Huber-Mises-Hencky stresses for displacement of mesh nodes at a scale of 150:1 – case of shaft position at 0°
for zero clearance (A), minimum clearance (B) and maximum clearance (C)
A)

N/mm^2

B)

N/mm^2

C)

N/mm^2

Fig. 9. Mount, isolines of Huber-Mises-Hencky stresses for displacement of mesh nodes at a scale of 150:1 – case of position at BDC (180o)
for zero clearance (A), minimum clearance (B) and maximum clearance (C)
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N/mm^2

Fig. 10. Mount, isolines of Huber-Mises-Hencky stresses for displacement of mesh nodes at a scale of 100:1 – case of shaft position at 270°
for zero clearance (A), minimum clearance (B) and maximum clearance (C)

A)

N/mm^2

B)

N/mm^2

C)

N/mm^2

Fig. 11. Mount, isolines of Huber-Mises-Hencky stresses for displacement of mesh nodes at a scale of 150:1 – case of shaft position at 0° for
zero clearance (A), minimum clearance (B) and maximum clearance (C)

Table 1
Stresses of countershaft for individual cases
Case

Cycle I

σMIN(90°)

σMAX(270°)

σa_II

σm_II

σSWT_II

No clearance

151 MPa

−155 MPa

129 MPa

−075 MPa

141 MPa

Minimum clearance

317 MPa

−564 MPa

440 MPa

−123 MPa

497 MPa

Maximum clearance

324 MPa

−540 MPa

432 MPa

−108 MPa

483 MPa

Cycle II
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No clearance

0 MPa

−450 MPa

225 MPa

−225 MPa

318 MPa

Minimum clearance

0 MPa

−734 MPa

367 MPa

−367 MPa

519 MPa

Maximum clearance

0 MPa

−767 MPa

384 MPa

−384 MPa

543 MPa
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Table 2
Stresses of mount for individual cases
Case

Cycle II

σMIN(90°)

σMAX(270°)

σa_II

σm_II

σSWT_II

No clearance

0 MPa

36 MPa

18 MPa

18 MPa

25 MPa

Minimum clearance

0 MPa

102 MPa

51 MPa

51 MPa

72 MPa

Maximum clearance

0 MPa

120 MPa

60 MPa

60 MPa

84 MPa

stresses which reached a significant value from the perspective
of strength are presented, the minimum threshold of which was
accepted to be 50 MPa – that is why the previously mentioned
cycle I is not found in the presented results.
The conducted analyses were used to determine substitute
stresses using the previously described Smith-Watson-Topper
method. The Huber-Mises-Hencky method was applied in the
analysis of multiaxial fatigue loads, therefore, the given dependency should be fulfilled for the considered element:

stressesSWT < tensile strenght ¢ safety factor.(3)
Tensile strength values can be obtained in [43]. The presented reference case without clearance was an idealized case
for which the minimum tensile strength of the countershaft
material should be no less than 211 MPa. For the mount, this
value should be no less than 28 MPa. However, there are
clearances in the actual structure of the mechanism, which
increase stresses substantially and change their distribution.
The change of the clearance level from minimum to maximum
by itself did not cause a significant change in the stresses, and
the primary factor determining the change of stress values was
the presence of the clearance. The risk of fatigue damage will
therefore accelerate exponentially, according to the scheme:
wear causes clearances that accelerate wear. For maximum
clearance, tensile strength was determined to be 483 MPa for
the shaft and 84 MPa for the mount, which constitute, 2.3-fold
and 3-fold values with respect to the case of no clearance,
respectively.
Table 1 shows that for countershaft, the change in stress
between the minimum and maximum clearance is not a considerable one (up to 5%). Negative values mean that there has
been a change in the direction of stresses relative to the state
where stresses have been assigned positive values. This means
that when the shaft turned 180°, the sign of stresses changed
for the upper and lower layers of the shaft material (tension
turned into compression – similar to bending). In the case of
mount (Table 2), the changes amount to a maximum of 15%.
Based on the analysis of fatigue parameters (σSWT_II ), it should
also be stated that the effect of clearance is not unequivocal.
For the countershaft, for cycle I, maximum values (497 MPa)
were obtained for minimum clearances. However, for cycle II,
maximum values (543 MPa) were obtained for maximum clearances. Therefore, the minimum clearance in cycle I is preferable because cycle II, due to its nature, is more demanding for
Bull. Pol. Ac.: Tech. 68(6) 2020

the system. It should also be remembered that in the process of
using the pump, increasing the clearance will increase the stress.
The presence of clearances results in considerably increased
stresses. At the same time, no significant differences in stress
levels were observed between minimum and maximum clearances. Clearances have an adverse effect on power transmissions. The pinion begins to carry loads that should be carried
by the support. This is particularly visible in the comparison
in Fig. 12.
A)

N/mm^2

B)

Fig. 12. Influence of the presence of clearance on levels of stresses
in the pinion (A – without clearance, B – with maximum clearance)

The teeth of the pinion are pushed into the intertooth spaces
of the gear. This phenomenon will cause additional frictional
wear, resulting in the deformation of teeth, and consequently,
inadequate work of the entire transmission. Moreover, the
shaft transmits the bending moment to a greater extent – and
this effect is nontrivial, as shown in Fig. 13 (the same scale of
stresses was applied).
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Fig. 15. Buckling mechanism in mount area

Fig. 13. Character of interoperation between teeth in the transmission

Based on simulation results, the authors proposed design
changes to the mount, involving tapering of the mount and the
application of a sliding support in a pump cover that works with
the mount. The idea of these changes is presented in Fig. 16.

Care for proper surface processing of interlocking surfaces
for this pair and for maintaining the proper dimensional tolerances is critical for ensuring the possibility of the long-term
pump operation.
It can be stated that, in terms of strength, the mount has
been designed properly – maximum stresses are low and reach
the value of 84 MPa. In relation to this, low-strength steel may
be applied, and stress concentrations in the mount, where the
plunger pushes down on the base, are also the consequence of
the applied method of load application (concentrated force) and
will not occur in reality (Fig. 14).

Fig. 16. Design change to mount

4. Conclusions

Fig. 14. Numerical stress concentrations in the mount

In structural terms, it is necessary to introduce an additional support for the mount, protecting against the possibility
of buckling (Fig. 15). In the current solution, the risk that this
effect will occur is high. Slight displacement of the force vector will induce an additional bending moment. The resistance
to loads of this type of the node joining the plunger base with
the mount is drastically low. The radius of the base is very
small; therefore, the moment will reach high values under constant force.
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In this article, strength analysis of the two critical components
under the greatest load in the original high-pressure pump
intended for application in compression-ignition engines was
undertaken. The authors proposed an innovative pump drive,
briefly presented in the first part of the article, working based
on an applied hypocycloid power transmission. The application
of such a mechanism makes it possible to considerably reduce
the flaws present in classical solutions, the operation of which
is based on cam drives. Performance of analysis described in
the article made it possible to determine tolerable stresses. It
allowed us to select constructional materials in the next stages
of making a prototype.
FEM modeling and simulations made it possible to draw
conclusions of a practical nature. They can be summarized in
the following points:
Bull. Pol. Ac.: Tech. 68(6) 2020
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1. The main factor determining the change of stresses was
the presence of clearances in the transmission. The conducted analysis unequivocally demonstrates that the risk of
fatigue damage will increase as clearances increase, which
will cause even greater wear as a result. At maximum clearances, the tensile strength of the countershaft is 483 MPa,
and of the mount 84 MPa. This constitutes, a value 2.3 times
and 3 times greater than for the case of no clearance, respectively. This conclusion indicates the need to significantly
minimize the clearances during the manufacturing of pump
components.
2. Clearances values indicated in the article have a negative
influence on the power transmission in particular – their
presence results in loads being carried by the countershaft
and not by the support inter-operating with it. This may
cause the frictional wear of teeth, leading to improper operation of the transmission.
3. For the power transmission to work properly, it is indispensable to perform the appropriate surface processing of the
components and to maintain the appropriate dimensional
tolerances – this will enable long-term, reliable operation
of the subassembly.
4. In terms of strength, the mount was designed correctly
– maximum stresses reach a value of 84 MPa. This allows
for the use of less demanding constructional materials.
However, it proved necessary to introduce an additional
support for the mount – the risk of buckling occurring in
this component was estimated to be at a high level.
In summary, the conducted analyses largely contributed to
a better design – the guidelines concerning constructional materials were applied in the pump prototype. Changes in the design
resulting from the analysis were also implemented in the final
design of the pump with hypocycloid drive.
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